Paper Lanterns
Sun Prints
Shadow Drawing
Map Your World
DIY Bird Feeder
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STEP ONE:

Gather a selection of objects that have interesting shapes.
Gather
shapes. Flowers,
Flowers,
feathers, leaves, keys- anything with a distinctive shape works
feathers,
works well.
well.
Get creative!
creative!
Get
*TIP* Gather some small stones to keep objects from blowing away.

STEP TWO:

Carefully remove a sheet of cyanotype paper from
the black envelope in your box. Make sure to fully
close the enevlope again so the paper is protected
from light.

STEP THREE:

Lay
Lay the
the paper
paper down
down green
green side
side up
up and
and arrange
arrange your
your chosen
chosen objects
objects onto
onto
the
the paper.
paper. Itʻs
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to do
do this
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Your paper
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STEP FOUR:

The
The paper
paper will
will first
first darken
darken to
to blue
blue before
before turning
turning grey.
grey. This
This isis how
how
you
you will
will know
know your
your print
print isis ready.
ready.

STEP FIVE:

Remove your objects and rinse your
paper under running water for around 2
minutes. Leave to completely dry.

STEP six:

Wash
Wash your
your hands
hands well
well with
with warm
warm
soapy
soapy water.
water.

egg carton

Bird feeder

Over winter birds can find it harder to find food
We can give them a helping hand by making bird feeders
Some food scraps are suitable for birds to eat, putting them out in small
amounts is a great way to feed the birds and reduce food waste

Suitable food:
crusts
apple cores
cheese
fruits and berries
(you can use foods that are
past their best and will be
thrown out)

Stay away from:
meat
cooked foods
large amounts of food
(as this may attract
pests)

In Aberdeen we are not allowed to feed intentionally seagulls, the best way to
try an avoid doing this is to put out small amounts of food and to hang up bird
feeders, rather than leaving food scraps on the ground

How to make the bird feeder
You can use any clean and empty container to make a bird feeder but
egg cartons are especially good because they are easy to make holes in
for string so you can hang them up

Using scissors or a pencil you can
poke holes in the carton

There is string in the box that you
can thread through the holes to
then hang the carton

You can decorate your bird feeder
anyway you like with for example,
pens, paints and pencils

You can hang your bird feeder up from places like bushes,
trees, fences or you can place them on window sills

Remeber your bird feeder will begin to fall apart in the rain.
Once it is unusable you can make a new one!

Papercelebrate
Lantern
making
chinese new year
Chinese zodiac, The year of the tiger

It starts from February 1 and lasts until January 2, 2023.

Chinese New Year, also known as
Lunar New Year or Spring Festival,
is just around the corner.
The most notable dates of the Chinese
Lunar New Year 2022 are:
New Year's Eve on January 31st, 2022
New Year's Day on February 1st, 2022
The Lantern Festival on February 15th, 2022
The Chinese Zodiac features 12 animal signs Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit,
Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep,Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig. Originated
from ancient zoolatry and has a history of more than 2,000 years,
it plays an essential role in Chinese culture.
Lanterns hang during the Chinese
New Year and are said to be lucky
charms that frighten away evil
spirits. Those born in the Year of
the Tiger are said to be brave,
competitive, unpredictable and
confident.
To discover your Chinese zodiac
sign you can google a Chinese
zodiac calculator and type in the
day, month and year you were
born. It will tell you your
personality traits, lucky number,
colour and flower.
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1. it is time to get creative.
Design your lantern and
colour it in with your paints.

2. Fold a sheet of paper in
half along the longest length
of the paper. Cut a thin strip
from the edge, this will be
used later as your lantern
handle.

3. Cut snips from the fold to
about 2cm from the paper edge,
do not cut all the way to the
bottom of the piece of paper.
When you have snipped all the
way along the paper edge, unfold
the paper and bend it into a
cylinder with your colourful
artwork on the outside.

4. Glue your cylinder lantern
to secure. Also, glue on the
handle from the strip of paper.

.
5. If you want you can MAKE
more LANTERNS WITH ADDITIONAL
sheets of paper until you have
lots of lanterns! Thread some
string through the handles and
hang. You CAM add a small piece
of tape to secure each lantern
in place along the string

STYLE 2
1. Fold the first sheet of paper in half
lengthwise.

1

2. Cut slits every half inch along the
fold. Stop cutting about half an inch
from the open edge of the paper.

3

2

3. Cut the last strip of paper off completely.
This will become your lantern handle.
4. decorate the second sheet, specifically the top
two sections of your SHEET OF paper. These designs
will show inside the lantern.
5. Fold the second SHEET OF paper lengthwise into
three sections.
6. Use the scissors to cut slits along the bottom
section of the SECOND SHEET OF paper to create fringe.
4
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7. Glue the top edge of the FIRST SHEET OF paper to the
top of the SECOND SHEET OF paper so that the slits are
vertically aligned.
8. Glue the bottom edge of the FIRST SHEET OF paper to
the SECOND SHEET OF paper, just above the start of the
fringe.
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9. Round your paper into a cylinder, keeping the FIRST
part on top and sliding the edge of the exposed SECOND
SHEET OF paper underNETH. glue the edges together.
10. Take the strip oF paper you cut in step 4
and glue it to the top of your lantern to
create a handle.
11. Hang your lantern in a
special place. Make more
lanterns to string around
your home to celebrate the
new year!

animal Shadows
what you
need

1.

2.

3.

4.

More instructions on
the next page

1.
This leaf is casting an
interesting shadow. You can
use anything around you to
cast a shadow for example:
scrunched up paper, bottles,
even your own body!

2.

I drew around the outline of
the shadow and I thought It
looked like a chicken. I added
wings, a beak and feet.

3.

I then used the watercolours
in the box to add colour

1.

2.

3.

4.

what will you draw?

SILLOUETTE DRAWINGS
before photography became wide spread people would
sometimes draw the profiles of their loved ones or people
around them
one way of doing this was to shine a light that
would cast a shadow onto a peiece of paper,
you could then trace the line of the shadow
creating a sillouette

step 3
step 2
you can use the
torch on your
phone to cast a
shadow onto the
wall

using either your
hand, blue tac or tape
hold a sheet of paper
against the wall so it
captures the shadow

step 1
have the person
sit or stand near a
wall

step 4
you may need someone to
hold the torch for you, or you
can prop up the torch on a
step 5
chair or table
move your torch forward or
backwards to get a clear
shadow and for it to fit onto
the paper

using your
watercolour
paints you can
colour in the
silhouette

by painting water
onto the paper
then adding paint
you can create
splashes of colour

you could, for
example use the
favourite colours
of the person

if you like you
can cut the
silhouette out
and use it in a
collage

you can draw,
write or paint
more onto the
silhouettes,
customise it and
have fun!

SHAdow PuPPet DrawINg
HAVE yOU eVEr triED makINg sHAdow puPPets?

TIP

ThIS acTIvITy may
REquiRE ANoTHEr
set OF HANDs TO HElp
yOU TO draw OUt yOUr
sHAdows.

Light
YOU cAN use nATural sun light,
a lamp OR yOUr phONe light TO
HElp yOU draw yOUr sHAdow
puPPets .

2.

1.

3.
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MAP
MAP YOUR
YOUR WORLD
WORLD
You will need:
-The compass
from your box

STEP ONE: Pick a locaiton to explore. This could be
somewhere you really enjoy or somewhere completely
new.

- A pen or pencil
- A safe space to
explore

STEP TWO: Using the compass stencil on the next
page, write your current location in the centre.

STEP THREE: Using your compass, head in the direction of North. You are now
looking for your own, personal landmarks! Look for something that excites you. It
could be a tree, some flowers or maybe a piece of street art. This activity is all about
mapping your environment and all of the things you find interesting about it.

STEP FOUR: Once you have found your North landmark, write it on your template.
You could even collect leaves, sketch a picture or use the ʻSun Print’ activity from
your boredom box to make a cyanotype.

STEP FIVE: After you have finished, turn your compass towards East. Repeat the
proccess until your compass is full and you have a landmark at each bearing.

*TIP!*
Try counting how
many steps it takes to get
to each of your landmarks so
you can easily re-visit them.

MAP
MAP YOUR
YOUR WORLD
WORLD

Shadow Drawing
This is a fun outdoor activity that
can take place on a sunny day
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Getting Started
1. This activity is best done
in the morning or afternoon,
making sure to get strongest
and brightest sun light of
the day.

2. Put a piece of paper down
on the ground/table with your
back to the sun.

3. Find some small items, they
could be small toys, plastic
animals, plants, whatever you
have around. Place them so
their shadow falls onto a
sheet of paper.

4. once you are happy with where the objects
shadow is placed Carefully draw around the shadows.
You might need to move around the picture and
draw it from above so you can see the shadow.

5. When you have finished
tracing the shape of the
shadows remove your object
and see the final drawing.

6. You can have lots of fun using your watercolour
paints to colour in your shadow drawings bringing
your creations to life.
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Email Info@cfine.org , call 01224 596156
or visit Cfine’s website:
www.cfine.org/about
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can help anyone who needs cooked food,
packaged food, baby food and other
supplies, toiletries or clothing delivered
through their AC2U Service or free
phone 0808 1964422.
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are open at their premises on 5 St
Machar Drive, Aberdeen AB24 3YJ,
Monday to Friday 10am-1pm and 2pm-4pm.
You can contact them on 01224 489955.
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are open at their premises on Greenwell
Road Aberdeen, AB12 3AX Monday to
Friday 8.30am – 4pm. You can contact them
on 01224460700.

General Support
Aberdeen city Council Support line:
free support line for those hardest hit, who are unable to
use their web page or through existing networks.

0800 0304 713
You can contact them for welfare advice and emotional
support, including what to do if you are struggling to get
food, prescriptions or to pay bills.
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employability skills
gardening course

WHAT?
Interested in gardening and horticulture and looking to learn new
skills and grow in confidence? Then the CFINE Community Growing
Employability Skills Programme could be for you!
WHO IS THIS FOR?
This course is part of the wider Communities Employability Project
which offers pre-employment support to those aged 16+ looking to
(re)enter the job marke.
WHERE?
The main course sessions will probably take place at The Grove
Nursery, Hazeldene Road, Aberdeen, AB15 8LB. We may also organise
some of the sessions at other locations within Aberdeen City.
WHEN?
The course starts in March 2022 and is expected to run for 3 hours
per week for 10 weeks (day of the week TBC).
YOUR COMMITMENT:
To take part you must be able to commit to attending 3 hours a week
for 10 weeks. It’s OK if you must miss one or two but missing more than
that will not allow you to gain the best from the course.
COST:
The course is free, and refreshments will be provided. If you need to
travel to get to the course location, we will cover the costs.
MORE DETAILS:
The course is expected to run for 3 hours per week for 10 weeks,
primarily at the Grove site but also linking in with community gardens.
In addition to the tutored hours, participants will be expected to
work on their portfolios and do a session of volunteering at a
community garden.
Those who take part in the course will learn transferable skills and
gain the Growing and Learning in Nature certificate with a view to
helping you enhance your CV and prepare for employment.
If you are interested in taking part, or have any questions
Contact – Rebecca Dunn
Phone: 07588471390
Email: rdunn@cfine.org

